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A: There are many software and it's a kind of trade. It's difficult to evaluate if software offer the good
speed and without bug, but I have used many softwares and they are slow. Of course, it depends on
the computer and network conditions but there are many softwares that are very fast. If you want to
know about speed, you must understand why you use software. Then you can use it only if it is good.

A: Though there are lots of information available on internet regarding speed of software but one
thing is important that software need to be used after some time and after using that it need to be
stable. A good thing to do is to check the software regularly after some time using. If you find any

bug or any type of problem then don't use that software and not to purchase it. A major case for the
re-emergence of autoimmunity in the etiology of periodontal disease. The role of autoimmunity in

the onset of periodontal disease remains to be unequivocally established. A global profiling strategy
was applied to characterize autoantibodies in the serum of periodontitis patients, using a panel of 55

different antigens. The resulting response showed the presence of autoantibodies against
citrullinated proteins, as well as to commensal oral bacteria, including Streptococcus mutans. This

suggests that periodontitis may be an autoimmune disease, and further study of this subject is
warranted. In addition, our study highlights the importance of using global profiling strategies for

studying autoimmunity in periodontitis, and the significance of considering disease-associated
autoantibodies in the context of potential etiological and disease-modifying targets.Q: IOS Swift 5.1:
Need to read the first index only of the result of function I have two questions here and I am not sure

which one to ask. I have a function called getCategories. I need to print it once with only the first
index of the result of the function. So, I use this let str = getCategories().enumerate().map {

(element: [Int], index: Int) in return element.first!.stringValue }.compactMap({$0}) This returns me
an array: ["Category1", "Category2", "Category3", "Category4",
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